Every year, MIT undergraduate and graduate students complete their degrees and enter the workforce. Whether that means current students mapping out their next moves, recent graduates launching careers, or alumni navigating a mid-career job change, MIT alumni can offer valuable and insightful guidance. And the MIT Alumni Advisors Hub makes it easier to do so than ever before.

**WHAT is the MIT Alumni Advisors Hub?**

The Advisor Hub is an online platform that allows students and alumni seeking tangible, actionable career advice to tap into a network of experts from a variety of fields—made up of many of the 137,000+ MIT alumni worldwide. Advice seekers can receive guidance in the form of a career conversation or an informational interview, or more specific help like a resume critique or a mock interview. Advice seekers can select individuals to speak with based on searching the alumni profiles.

**HOW does it work?**

Each alumni advice giver signs up to be a resource on the MIT Alumni Advisors Hub and easily sets up a profile using their MIT Infinite Connection account; by syncing with LinkedIn, alumni can quickly display their professional experience. Advice seekers—students and alumni—log in via their Infinite Connection account, select their individual preferences, and begin to browse advisors by field of interest, company, geographic location, or keyword search. After selecting an advisor, the system will suggest a time to connect. Since both parties can input their availability, the system shows times that are available and will assist in the introduction, send reminders before the conversation, and provide a dedicated conference line to host the call at the agreed upon time. Because it all happens virtually, it can be done from anywhere with a smartphone or computer.

**WHO can use it?**

The MIT Alumni Advisors Hub is available for MIT alumni and students. Institute staff working directly with students can request access on a case-by-case basis by emailing alumniadvisorshub@mit.edu.
What Benefits Does the MIT Alumni Advisor Hub Offer You?

For Advice Givers

- Share your experiences to help MIT students or alumni as they progress through their careers.
- Shape new generations of MIT students and fellow alumni by helping them avoid some common career pitfalls.
- Share what you wish you knew earlier in your own career path.
- Know that the advice you share today can make a pivotal difference in another’s career decisions.
- Advise students and alumni about new and evolving areas of your professional field.
- Reflect on your own professional experiences.
- Set up your profile quickly by syncing with LinkedIn and let the platform facilitate introductions and scheduling with students and alumni.

For Advice Seekers

- Gain an insider perspective from someone who was once in your shoes.
- Develop and hone your professional skills.
- Navigate your career path with the help of MIT alumni.
- Get feedback on your resume or set up a mock interview with someone in your field of interest.
- Learn how to translate your areas of interest into next steps toward a rewarding career.
- Utilize the intuitive platform to quickly create a profile and browse the list of alumni advisers to find a good fit.

SIGN UP TODAY!

alumniadvisors.mit.edu